IMPORTANT: PRIOR TO UPGRADING YOUR IPRISM 35H APPLIANCE - YOU MUST CHANGE YOUR BIOS SETTINGS OTHERWISE YOUR SOFTWARE UPGRADE WILL NOT WORK. NOTE: A MEMORY UPGRADE IS NOT REQUIRED FOR THE 35H.

BIOS Change Procedure for a 35h

IMPORTANT: DO NOT MAKE ANY OTHER BIOS CHANGES AS THAT WILL LIKELY CAUSE YOUR IPRISM NOT TO WORK OR NOT WORK CORRECTLY.

Enter BIOS Setup
1. Properly shutdown your iPrism.
2. Connect a keyboard, monitor, and power cords to the iPrism.
3. Turn on the iPrism (if it doesn't start on its own).
4. Watch for the SuperMicro logo to appear on your monitor and then press “Delete” several times to access the Motherboard BIOS.
5. It will take a few minutes for your iPrism to power up.
6. Please do not enter the 3-ware RAID card BIOS.
7. You will come up to the BIOS Setup Utility.
BIOS CHANGE

1. Next navigate to the “Advanced” page using the arrow keys on your keyboard
2. Use the down arrow on your keyboard to select “Processor & Clock Options” and press “Enter”.
3. Use the down arrow to select “Intel (R) Virtualization Tech”. Press “Enter” and select “Enabled” using the down arrow. Then press “Enter” to select “Enabled”.
4. Press the “Escape” key until you get back to the menu at the top.
5. Navigate to “Exit”. “Save Changes and Exit” should already be highlighted in White. If not use the keyboard arrows to select it and press “Enter”.

6. Power off the iPrism. [IMPORTANT this is required for the change to take effect]

THIS COMPLETES THE BIOS CHANGE PROCEDURE FOR YOUR IPRISM 35H